
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR COATING BELT CORD WITH RUBBER

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1

.

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a process and an apparatus for coating a belt

cord made of steel filaments for a belt layer as a reinforcement for a tread portion

of a pneumatic tire with rubber and attains weight reduction of the belt layer and

hence the tire through thinning of such a coating rubber.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] In general, the rubber coating for the conventional belt cord made of

twisted steel filaments is carried out by a hot calender system wherein four

calender rolls are used to conduct the formation of a rubber sheet and the contact

bonding of the rubber sheet to the belt cord, a cord calender system wherein a

rubber sheet formed by a sheeting calender of another line is contact-bonded to

the belt cord by a coating calender, a semi -hot calender system wherein the

formation of a rubber sheet and the contact bonding thereof are carried out on a

line by using separate rolls, or the like.

[0003] In anyone of these systems, a relative distance between comb roll or

the like arranging plural belt cords in a line and a pair of press rolls contact-

bonding the rubber sheet to these cords becomes necessarily large in accordance

with the size, arranging state and the like of the press roll and the sheeting roll,

so that the mutually arranging state of these cords after the rubber coating is not

frequently obtained as is desired and hence the uniformity of strength in the belt

layer is damaged and it is apt to easily cause the bending of the belt layer in a

direction perpendicular to the extending direction of the cord. And also, the

belt cord is easily peeled off from the coating rubber at such a region that the

arranging density of the cords becomes high.

[0004] In the conventional calender systems, it is essential to shape the

rubber material into the sheet once, so that it is very difficult to extremely thin

the thickness of the rubber sheet. As a result, the thickness of the coating

rubber to the belt cord becomes necessarily thick and it is obliged to increase the

weight of the belt layer and hence the weight of the tire.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] It is, therefore, an object of the invention to solve the aforementioned

problems of the conventional technique and to provide a process and an

apparatus for coating a belt cord with rubber in which the cord arrangement in a

rubber layer after the rubber coating is made regular and the uniformity of

strength in the belt layer is enhanced to sufficiently eliminate risks such as

bending of the belt layer, peeling of the belt cord and the like and also the weight

reduction of the belt layer and the tire can advantageously be realized by

decreasing the thickness of the coating rubber to the belt cord, if necessary.

[0006] According to a first aspect of the invention, there is the provision of a

process for coating a belt cord with rubber comprising aligning a plurality of belt

cords each made of a steel filament as a cord unit, arranging a plurality of such

cord units in parallel to each other at a given pitch in the same plane, and

integrally coating all cords with an uncured rubber at a given outer profile shape

through an insulation system under a movement of the cord in its axial direction

immediately after the arrangement of these cord units in line.

[0007] According to this process, the uncured rubber is directly coated onto

all of the belt cords through the insulation system without shaping into a rubber

sheet immediately after the arrangement of these cords in line, so that these cords

can be subjected to rubber coating prior to the occurrence of disorder in the cord

arrangement in line and hence the disorder of the cords in the coating rubber

layer can sufficiently be prevented. And also, the thickness of the coating

rubber can simply and easily be made to an expected value, so that the gauge of

the coating rubber including the belt cord can be reduced to about 2/3 of the

gauge in the conventional technique.

[0008] Since the steel filament is used as the belt cord, the twisting work for

the belt cord becomes useless and hence the working efficiency for the formation

of the cord is largely improved. And also, the extensible deformation of the belt

cord resulted from the twisting can effectively be prevented. Furthermore, the

cord diameter is made thinner than that of the twisted cord, so that the gauge of

the coating rubber including the belt cord can be more reduced to effectively

attain the weight reduction of the belt layer.

[0009] In addition, the cord unit comprised of plural steel filaments is coated
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with rubber, so that the same properties as in the single twisted cord can be given

to the cord unit. Further, individual cords in the cord unit are contacted with

each other over full length thereof, and these cord units are extended in parallel

to each other at a given pitch in the same plane, so that the rigidity of the belt

5 layer can be enhanced to effectively improve the performances and durable life

of the tire.

[0010] Moreover, the plural cord units subjected to rubber coating by the

process according to the invention are successively cut at a given inclination

angle corresponding to a required extending angle of the belt cord every a length

10 corresponding to a required belt width, and then side edges of such band-shaped

cuts are regularly joined to each other under a constant outer profile form for the

CJ formation of the belt layer.

l}\ [0011] From a viewpoint of the weight reduction of the belt layer, it is

p;i
possible to reduce the weight as the diameter of the belt cord becomes thinner,

i! :
3 12

uJ 15 but when the diameter is too thin, the end count of the cord increases for holding

pi
the belt strength and hence the distance between the cords becomes narrower and

- the resistance to peeling at the end of the belt lowers. On the other hand, when

the diameter is too thick, strain produced between the belt cord and the coating

™ rubber increases in the bending deformation of the belt layer and hence the cord

«! 20 is easily bent at a large deformation. For this end, a filament diameter of the
less
I

belt cord is preferable to be within a range of 0.18-0.35 mm.

[0012] Further, it is favorable that a gauge of the uncured coating rubber

including the belt cord is within a range of 0.5-1.2 mm in order to effectively

attain the further weight reduction of the belt layer.

25 [0013] According to a second aspect of the invention, there is the provision

of an apparatus for coating belt cords with rubber comprising an insulator head

arranged on a top of a cylinder provided with a screw in an extruder for an

uncured rubber, an inserter arranged in the insulator head for guiding plural belt

cords so as to pass them at a required relative posture, and a die for coating the

30 belt cords after the pass through the inserter with an uncured rubber supplied

from the cylinder at a required outer profile shape.

[0014] The apparatus according to the invention is suitable for carrying out

the above coating process. In this apparatus, a rubber material fed into the
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extruder is warmed in the cylinder and extruded through the die at the insulator

head in the required outer profile shape, while the plural belt cords arranged at

the relative posture in the inserter in line are passed through the die, whereby

each of these cords immediately after the pass through the inserter is coated with

the warmed rubber material in the die or uncured rubber. In this way, the rubber

coating for each of these cords arranged in line by the inserter is ensured, and

also the gauge of the coating rubber can be thinned as it is expected without

fearing the peeling of the coating rubber from the cord or the like.

[0015] In a preferable embodiment of the second aspect, a pressure sensor for

the uncured rubber is arranged in the insulator head. In this case, results

detected by the sensor are fed back to a rotating speed of the screw in the

cylinder to maintain the pressure of the uncured rubber in the die at a constant

value, whereby the gauge of the uncured coating rubber extruded through the die

or the like can be held constant to more stability the quality of the rubber coated

product.

[0016] In another preferable embodiment of the second aspect, the inserter is

provided with plural holes each passing a plurality of belt cords as a cord unit

and specifying the relative posture of these cords every the cord unit.

[0017] In this case, the cords can be subjected to rubber coating while

holding the relative posture of the cords as a cord unit at a constant state, and

also the relative posture can be maintained in a longitudinal direction of the cord

and between the cord units, whereby the quality of the rubber coated product can

be more stabilized.

[0018] On the other hand, if the conventional comb roll having plural annular

grooves or recesses is used instead of the inserter and plural belt cords as a cord

unit are guided by each of the grooves or recesses, it is substantially impossible

to maintain the relative posture of the cords at a constant state in the longitudinal

direction of the cord and between the cord units because the position of each cord

can not effectively be controlled only by the groove or the like, and hence there

is caused the scattering in the quality and the tire performances.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] The invention will be described with reference to the accompanying

drawings, wherein:
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FIG. 1A is a diagrammatically perspective view of an embodiment of

the apparatus according to the invention;

FIG. IB is a diagrammatically section view taken along a line I-I of

FIG. 1A;

FIG. 2A is a diagrammatically partial section view illustrating an

embodiment of the hole in the inserter according to the invention taken along a

line II-II of FIG. IB;

FIG. 2B is a schematic view of another embodiment of the hole in the

inserter according to the invention;

FIG. 3 is a partial perspective view illustrating a state of passing belt

cords through holes in the inserter according to the invention; and

FIG. 4A is a partial schematic view of an embodiment of the belt

layer according to the invention; and

FIG. 4B is a diagrammatically partial section view taken along a line

IV-IV of FIG. 4A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0020] In FIGS. 1A and IB is shown an embodiment of the apparatus for

rubber coating according to the invention. In this apparatus, an extruder 1

comprises a hopper 2 allowing to feed slitting rubber or other rubber material and

a cylinder 3 provided therein with a screw. The rubber material is warmed

under an action of the screw and transferred into a top of the cylinder 3.

[0021] To the top of the cylinder 3 is attached an insulator head 4. As

shown in FIG. IB, an inserter 5 for guiding plural belt cords C so as to pass at a

required relative posture is arranged in the insulator head 4, and also a die 6 for

coating the belt cords C after the pass through the inserter 5 with an uncured

rubber R fed from the cylinder 3 at a required outer profile shape is arranged

adjacent to the inserter 5 ahead thereof in the head 4.

[0022] The inserter 5 is incorporated into the head 4 while holding with an

inserter holder 7, while the die 6 is comprised of an upper die portion 6a and a

lower die portion 6b. A space zone between these portions 6a and 6b,

particularly an outlet zone thereof specifies an outer profile shape including a

gauge, width and the like of the uncured rubber R and hence the coating rubber

including the cords. Moreover, the die 6 and the inserter holder 7 are at a state
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of restraining to each other, so that they do not relatively move in up-down

direction and front-back direction.

[0023] As shown in FIG. 2A, the inserter 5 is provided with a plurality of

holes 5a, oval-shaped holes 5a in the illustrated embodiment each passing plural

belt cords each made of a steel filament, three belt cords CI , C2, C3 in the

illustrated embodiment as a cord unit and specifying a relative posture of these

cords, wherein these holes 5a are arranged at a given interval in line and a

peripheral wall of each hole 5a acts to effectively restrain the change of the

relative posture of these cords CI, C2, C3. As the profile shape of the hole 5a,

a necked part may be formed between the cords as shown in FIG. 2B, whereby

the posture of the cord CI, C2, C3 can be specified more effectively.

[0024] In FIG. 3 is perspectively shown a state of passing the cords through

the holes 5a formed in the inserter 5, wherein plural cord units, each of which

units being comprised of three cords C arranged at the required relative posture

in line by the peripheral wall of the hole 5a, are continuously drawn out from the

holes 5a so as to extend in parallel to each other at a given pitch in the same

plane.

[0025] On the other hand, the warmed uncured rubber R is supplied through

the space zone between the die 6 and the inserter 5, and the individual cords

immediately after the pass through the holes 5a are closely coated around their

peripheries and integrally united with such an uncured rubber R, which is

extruded from an outlet port of the die 6 at the required outer profile shape as

shown in FIG. IB.

[0026] Thus, the individual cords C arranged after the pass through the

inserter 5 are immediately restrained by the uncured coating rubber R, whereby

the disorder of these cords C can sufficiently be prevented. And also, the gauge

of the coating rubber to the cord C can properly be adjusted by specifying the

extrusion size to the warmed uncured rubber R through the die 6, if necessary, so

that the gauge including the cord C can be made sufficiently thinner that that of

the conventional technique.

[0027] In FIG. 1 A, numeral 8 is a pressure sensor attached to the insulator

head 4 for measuring a pressure of the warmed uncured rubber R supplied to the

space zone between the inserter 5 and the die 6. The results measured by the
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pressure sensor 8 can be fed back to, for example, a driving means for the screw

in the cylinder 3 to control the rotating speed of the screw, whereby the pressure

of the uncured rubber R can be adjusted to a given range to sufficiently enhance

various dimensions of a band-shaped body extruded through the die 6 and

comprised of the coating uncured rubber R and the belt cords C.

[0028] As shown in FIG. 4A, the band-shaped body formed by the above

apparatus and comprised of the coating uncured rubber R and the belt cords C

(e.g. steel filaments having a diameter of 0.2 mm) is successively cut at an

inclination angle corresponding to a required extending angle a of the belt cord

C every length corresponding to a required belt width BW, and then the band-

shaped cuts CC are joined at their side edges to each other as shown in FIG. 4B,

whereby a belt layer B can be formed at a given value of a gauge t of the coating

rubber including the cord C, for example, a gauge t of 0.87 mm.

[0029] As mentioned above, according to the invention, the belt cords each

comprised of a steel filament are integrally coated with the uncured rubber

through the insulation system using the die immediately after these cords are

arranged in line, whereby the arranging posture of these cords after the coating

can be made as it is expected, and also the gauge of the coating rubber including

the cord can be decreased, if necessary, to realize the weight reduction of the belt

layer and hence the tire.
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